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“If we all stand together we are a force that can shake the whole world”.

(1) P.R.Charan Babu
(2) V.KrishnaMohan

To

Secretary General

All Office bearers and the Secretary General’s
Of Constituent Organizations’

S.Mohan
Addl. Secretary
General

Dear Friends,

Since First pay Commission onwards only struggles brought the pay
commission to us. United movement brought the Pay commission and
its benefits to the employees and Officers. Nevertheless it is the history
Joint Secretary
that the pay commissions were constituted only after a great struggle.
Struggle alone improves our working condition, improved wage and
environment of standard of living. After the cabinet decision for the
(1) Mahesh Kumar
acceptance of 7 th pay commission’s retrograde recommendations, the
entirety of the Central Government Employees and Gazetted Officers
(2) O.S.Sudhakaran
are on war path. Gazetted Officers are expressing their displeasure in an
organized manner. They have communicated their disappointment to
the Government by joining hands with the employees and
Finance Secretary
communicated their option for a day Strike on 11th July. It is history in
Amitava Dey
the movement of Central Government Gazetted officers. After our
Organizing Secretaries issuance of the strike Notice, the Government has taken our
communication very seriously.
Bhaskar Bhattacharya

I.B.Mishra
S.S.Chauhan
B.Indra Reddy
R.Mridha
Puneet shrivastava

No doubt, we are also a force to reckon. In this background, the NJCA
leaders were invited and the Government has agreed to revisit the
demand on minimum wage and Fitment Formula. Based on the
assurance of parity between the past and present pensioners, the
revision of minimum wage and a fitment formula the major player in
the Central Government segment have decided to defer their indefinite
strike till the committee finalized its report. The Major demands of both
the employees and the Gazetted Officers are now in focus.

This has not happened on its own. The Government knew of anger and
anguish of the Government employees and Gazetted Officers. We have
also decided to defer our strike pending the decision of the Committee.
But this is not the end. Our main issue of Grievance redressal machinery
to Gazetted officers has not been resolved yet. We have sought this issue
also as one of the references to the Committee.
In this valiant struggle, we have to feel pride of our crucial role. First
time in the history, Gazetted officers served notice to the Cabinet
Secretary. So many Constituent organisations of CCGGOO have
endorsed the strike notice on 11th July and given to their respective
heads of departments. Two Conventions were held at Mumbai and
Bangalore and reiterated our Decisions of participating the Strike. The
entire media watched our programmes and recorded our view points
and exhibited in their dailies.
Government Machinery promptly watches such developments and
report to appropriate authorities. It is not the out of the way to mention
here that the struggle by Gazetted officers was also one of the main
reasons behind the talks by the minister with the leaders.
CCGGOO congratulates all the leaders, Officers, who took part of this
struggle and especially, the fraternal leaders who are contributing in this
struggle. It looks forward to maintaining the tempo built by them intact
till our issues are resolved.
Build our own movement to achieve our own demands. Build the State
Level CCGGOO in every state and involve all the Gazetted Officers
Organisations available in the respective States and involve who ever
not represented so far in the CCGGOO. This is the best platform for the
Gazetted Officers to represent their common problems before the
Government and the Public. Do not lag behind in formation of the State
Level CCGGOO and conduct conventions to ventilate our grievances to
the media and to the Government. Continuous pursuance alone would
bring the desired results
Yours Fraternally,

S.Mohan
Secretary General

